STUDENTS PICK FORD IN BABSON MOCK ELECTION

BEAVER DAY AT BABSON — WORTH IT’S TOLL

TO THE EDITOR:

We feel that "Beaver Day" is an excellent idea and it exemplifies the prestigious attitude Babson should continuously excrete to the public. Beaver Day should become an annual event and be expanded each year, naturally.

Events for next year could include a Beaver eating contest, where a winner would be decided on most beavers consumed in the time allotted.

One drawback to this event is that some beavers are very reluctant and tend to shy away at the thoughts of being eaten. An eager beaver is a very rare breed.

It is high time that beavers as a whole were allowed exposure to the public.

Sincerely,
The Boys from Pub (Babson Free Press)
Keepin' Tabs

BABSON POLICE ARREST FIVE WELLESLEY RESIDENTS

Staff Stuff

CAMPUS POLICE NOW AUTHORIZED TO CARRY MACE
"Water... never touch the stuff!!! Fish fornicate in it."

W.C. Fields
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